
Jean Toomer
1894–1967

As you read the biography below, think about 

how Jean Toomer’s unique identity directed his 

writing.

Born into a world where labels and catego-

ries were important, Jean Toomer was uniquely 

suited to challenge stereotypes. His mother was 

Nina Pinchback, the daughter of the first African 

American lieutenant governor of Louisiana. 

His father, Nathan Toomer, was a man of both 

European and African ancestry. In Washington, 

D.C., where Jean Toomer was born in 1894, such 

classifications had real meaning. Schools were segre-

gated by law, and neighborhoods often mirrored the 

same boundaries.

For part of Toomer’s childhood, he lived in a 

neighborhood of white immigrants in Washington, 

D.C. By law, however, he went to an African-

American school. In 1906 Toomer moved with his 

mother to New York where he attended a school for 

white students. By the time he graduated from high 

school in 1914, Jean Toomer had renounced racial 

classifications. He wanted to live not as a member 

of any racial group but as an American.

Between 1914 and 1919, Toomer moved betwen 

several cities. He attended three different universi-

ties and began at least as many courses of study. 

Finally, Toomer decided that he was destined for a 

future outside the classsroom. At this time he also 

began writing. By the time he returned home to 
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WHY HE MADE HISTORY Jean Toomer was 
a poet, playwright, novelist, and philosopher. 
His work inspired many authors of the Harlem 
Renaissance. 
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VOCABULARY
renounce to give up or 

reject

accutely very intensely

counterparts something 
that is similar in nature
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Washington, D.C., Toomer had finished his first 

short story, “Bona and Paul.”

After a year of intense writing, Toomer needed a 

break from the demands of creative work. In 1921 

he accepted a temporary job serving as the head 

of an all-African American agricultural college in 

Georgia. This was Toomer’s first trip to the South 

and his first opportunity to witness the world of 

rural African Americans. The following year he 

wrote to a friend that “the visit to Georgia last fall 

was the starting point of almost everything of worth 

that I have done [since that time].”

Toomer became acutely aware of the contrast 

between the lives of rural African Americans and 

their urban counterparts in the North. His obser-

vations were published in Toomer’s best-known 

book, Cane. The title, which refers to the harvesting 

of sugarcane, captures the hard physical struggle 

of many African Americans. Cane’s poetry, short 

stories, and drama deepened African Americans’ 

understanding of each other. It was readily adopted 

by leaders of the Harlem Renaissance.

Perhaps the greatest compliment to an author 

is that his work is not forgotten. Two years after 

Toomer’s death in 1967, Cane was republished—

selling far more copies than it did in his lifetime.

Jean Toomer’s contributions to American culture 

went far beyond literature. Throughout his life he 

challenged the usefulness of racial stereotypes in 

American society. In a pamphlet titled “A Fiction 

and Some Facts,” Toomer flatly stated: “biologically 

and racially I am an American.”

WHAT DID YOU LEARN?

 1. Recall What experience inspired Jean Toomer to write Cane ?
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 2. Making Inferences Based on what you have read, how do you think Toomer 

reacted to the labels that came to be associated with his name after Cane was 

published?

ACTIVITY

 3. You have been asked to write a mini-biography of Jean Toomer that will be fea-

tured in your school newspaper. Summarize the information from these pages to 

craft a one paragraph biography of Jean Toomer.
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